
updated manual for Smart 
Life app version:

• iOS ver. 4.8.0
• Android ver. 4.8.2
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1- BIDIRECTIONAL ENJOY R4 WIFI MOTOR: OPERATING DIAGRAM WITH ENJOY R4 RADIO MOTORS

The Enjoy R4 WiFi motors have a 
double reception of commands. In one 
side, this kind of motors are built in 
RF433 (radio frequency) so they can 
be opetared by any remote control 
Enjoy R4. In the other side and thanks 
to its Wi-Fi module they also have the 
ability to understand the commands 
sent directly from the smartlife app
As we see in the diagram, the left 
side represents the normal operation 
of these Enjoy R4 WiFi motors from 
one of our remote controls. The orders 
would go directly from the remote to 
the motor (gray lines).On the other 
hand, on its right side, is represented 
the operation of Enjoy R4 WiFi motors 
from the smartphone or even a voice 
assistant would be represented. The-
se commands would arrive directly to 
the motor without being required the 
gateway or hub (lines in blue)
But Enjoy R4 WiFi motors is also BI-
DIRECTIONAL, so the communication 
between motor and smartphone flows 
in both ways. So that, in addition to 
sending the commands from the smar-
tphone to the motor, we will also recei-
ve information from the motor to the 
smartphone, knowing what position it 
is in, if it is moving, if it has connectivi-
ty,...  (lines in blue)In order to send the 
commands from the smartphone or 
one of the compatible voice assistants, 
obviously these must have an inter-
net connection, since said command 
will be sent to the Smart Life server 
(Cloud)Once the command reaches 
the server, it is forwarded to the Bi-
directional Enjoy R4 WiFi motor for 
which, again, it must have an internet 
connection through the home’s Wi-Fi 
modem

R4
RF433.92
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3- SMART LIFE: DOWNLOAD AND INSTALL THE APP IN YOUR SMARTPHONE

You can download the application by searching for 
“Smart Life” in the app store of your smartphone 
(Android or Apple) or by scanning this QR code

Be sure the app 
installed on your 

smartphone 
is Smart Life, 

corresponding to 
this logo



4- SMART LIFE: SIGN UP in the app as new user

If we already have a SMART LIFE account, click on “Log In”.
1. Enter email user and password for login

If you still do not have a SMART LIFE account, click on “Sing Up”, 
1. Read and accept the terms of “Privacy Policy”. Press “Agree”
2. Select your country and enter a valid email and click “Get verification code”.
3. Go to the email to see the activation code received (6 digits). Enter the verification code
4. Login using the initial email and entering a password. Press “Login”

GETTING TO KNOW WITH THE SMARTLIFE APP

5. 

The environment

homes selection

scenarios

Rooms of the house

Devices added

• The image shows the differences between the initial screen after registration and said screen once the app is configured and with the devices (GWE 
gateway and njoy R4 radio motors or receivers) already added:

It is important to configure the app correctly, in terms of home settings:
• adding all the rooms of the house (where we will add each motor)
• selecting the location of the house, since these data will allow us to have environment data from the Internet, with which to create automated scenarios based 

on its location



5- SMART LIFE: USER DATA TO CUSTOMIZE THE APP

1. In the “Me”, go to “Settings” by pressing the nut icon located in the upper-right side
2. In “Settings” there are some headings as to Personal Information, Account information, App Notification, Wi-Fi network diagnosis, Clear the cache 

stored on the phone or Log out
3. Select “Personal Information” to change the Profile photo, Nickname or Time Zone
4. Select “Account and security” to see the Region, Email, Password or to Delete account (ereasing all the data stored on the server)

5. In the “Me”, go to “Home management”
6. Select “My home” to have access to the housing data
7. In “Home Name”, enter a name for the house
8. In “Home location”, select the address of the home. This information will be used to activate the products added in the app based on that location:

• by the weather changings close to said location
• if you enter or leave a perimeter near to said location

9. Press “Save”



6- BIDIRECTIONAL ENJOY R4 WIFI MOTOR: HOW TO BE ADDED ON THE APP

1. Press “Add device” or the +   symbol at the top / right side and then press on Add device
2. In the “Add manually” screen, press the “Auto Scan” symbol on the upper right
3. Scan the QR code corresponding to the hub or gateway for enjoy products and Bidirectional Enjoy R4 Wifi Motor
4. It shows the gateway. Click on “Add”

If we don’t have the QR code, we can add the motor manually as follows
1. Press “Add device” or the “+” symbol at the top right and then “Add device”
2. In the “Add manually” screen, from the menu on the left, we select “Small appliances” and there “Motor Curtains (Wi-Fi)”

5. With the home Wi-Fi selected on the smartphone, it will appears on the app, then will be necessary to introduce the Wi-Fi “password”. Press “Next” . Re-
member that only 2.4 GHz Wi-Fi are valid, so if your mobile is connected into a wifi in 5Gz, app will ask you to change it.

6. On the screens called as Reset the device, press  “Next” to go on
7. Connect the Bidirectional Enjoy R4 Wifi Motor to the power supply (the wifi module must be correctly connected to the motor cable). Wait a while, until the 

wifi module is armed and then the top LED will start flashing red. Verify that the LED flashes quickly
8. If it flashes quickly, then press on “Blink Quickly”



9. The app starts the process to add the Bidirectional Enjoy R4 Wifi Motor (it takes up to 2 minutes)
10. Once the Enjoy R4 Wi-Fi motor is connected, the Wi-Fi module LED will remain lit in red
11. On the Add Device screen, click on the symbol (+) to add the Bidirectional Enjoy R4 Wifi Motor
12. The motor appears as “Enjoy Wifi Motor”, if you want to change the name or the room, press the pencil symbol (up/right), or Press “Finished” (up/right)

Option 2: by creating a Wi-Fi access point (use this method when the previous ones repeatedly fail)
start scanning the QR code as in the previous point

1. With the home Wi-Fi selected on the smartphone, it will appear and you it will be necessary to introduce the Wi-Fi “password”. Press “Next” . Remember that 
only 2.4 GHz Wi-Fi are valid, so if your mobile is connected into a wifi in 5Gz, app will ask you to change it.

2. On the screens called as Reset the device, press  “Next” to go on
3. Press the button from the wifi module of the Bidirectional Enjoy R4 Wifi Motor, holding it down (about 4 seconds) until the LED flashes from fast to slow
4. If it flashes quickly select , then press on “Blink Slowly”



5. By using this proceure, Bidirectional Enjoy R4 Wifi Motor will crates a hotspot wifi connection named SmartLife-xxxx or SL-xxxx. Press “Go to Connect”
6. Your WI-FI settings will be opened. Select the wifi SmartLife-xxxx or SL-xxxx (it is possible that your smartphone try to change into another wifi, due this one has not 

internet connection. Be sure to remain on the selected smart-ife wifi for the moment). Return to the Smart Life app to continue
7. The app begins the process to add the Bidirectional Enjoy R4 Wifi Motor (it takes up to 2 minutes)
8. Once the Bidirectional Enjoy R4 Wifi Motor is paired and connected to the internet, the led will stay on in red
9. On the Add Device screen, click on the symbol +  to add the Bidirectional Enjoy R4 Wifi Motor
10. The motor appears as “Enjoy Wifi Motor”, if you want to change the name or the room, press the pencil symbol (up/right), or Press “Finished” (up/right)

7- BIDIRECTIONAL ENJOY R4 WIFI MOTOR:  CONTROL SCREEN

Limit switch setting

Timmer setting
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8-1 BIDIRECTIONAL ENJOY R4 WIFI MOTOR:  END POINTS SETTING IN ROLLER SHUTTERS (JE40R4WIFI - JE50R4WIFI)
Option 1 : Adjusting end points from the app

1. Place the roller shutter or blind in its lower end point

2. On the Bidirectional Enjoy R4 Wifi Motor control screen, press  . On the new screen, press again 
3. Click on “Lower Limit” and the motor will confirm the lower position by blinking 

1. Place the roller shutter or blind in its upper end point

2. On the Bidirectional Enjoy R4 Wifi Motor control screen, press  . On the new screen, press again 
3. Click on “Upper Limit” and the motor will confirm the upper position by blinking 

• if we want to modify any point, press   On the new screen, press again . Select Remove lower limit or Remove upper limit to remove the lower or 
upper limit. Start again on the precedet point to set the new upper or lower points

Attention: It is not recommended to use this function and in any case
any damage to the roller shutter or awning will be borne by the user, due its improper use

Option 2 : Adjusting end points from the remote control

x1
P3

x1
x1

P3

x1

1. Place the roller shutter or blind in its lower end point
2. On the remote control already associated with the motor, press x1 time on the P3 programming button
3. Press x1 time the Down button. Motor confirms that point by blinking 
4. Press x1 the stop button to exit from programming

1. Place the roller shutter or blind in its upper end point
2. On the remote control already associated with the motor, press x1 time on the P3 programming button
3. Press x1 time the Up button. Motor confirms that point by blinking 
4. Press x1 the stop button to exit from programming

If we want to modify any point (for instance the upper point)
1. On the remote control, press x1 time on the P3 programming button
2. Press x3 time the Down button. Motor confirms upper point has been removed by blinikng 
1. Place the roller shutter or blind in its upper end point
2. On the remote control already associated with the motor, press x1 time on the P3 programming button
3. Press x1 time the Up button. Motor confirms that point by blinking 
4. Press x1 the stop button to exit from programming



8-2 BIDIRECTIONAL ENJOY R4 WIFI MOTOR:  END POINTS SETTING AWNING NON BOXED  (JE50R4AWWIFI)
Option 1 : Adjusting end points from the app

It is necessary to start from the UPPER point, and secondly with the lower one:
1. Place the awning in its upper end point

2. On the Bidirectional Enjoy R4 Wifi Motor control screen, press  . On the new screen, press again 
3. Click on “Upper Limit” and the motor will confirm the upper position by blinking 

1. Place the awning in its lower end point

2. On the Bidirectional Enjoy R4 Wifi Motor control screen, press  . On the new screen, press again 
3. Click on “Lower Limit” and the motor will confirm the lower position by blinking 

• if we want to modify any point, press   On the new screen, press again . Select Remove Upper limit or Remove upper limit to remove both limits. 
Start again on the precedet point to set the new upper and lower points

Option 2 : Adjusting end points from the remote control

x1
P3

x1
x1

P3

x1

It is necessary to start from the UPPER point, and secondly with the lower one:
1. Place the awning in its upper end point
2. On the remote control already associated with the motor, press x1 time on the P3 programming button
3. Press x1 time the Up button. Motor confirms that point by blinking 
4. Press x1 the stop button to exit from programming

1. Place the awning in its lower end point
2. On the remote control already associated with the motor, press x1 time on the P3 programming button
3. Press x1 time the Down button. Motor confirms that point by blinking 
4. Press x1 the stop button to exit from programming

If we want to modify any point (for instance the upper point)
1. On the remote control, press x1 time on the P3 programming button
2. Press x1 time the Upper button. Motor confirms both end points removed by blinking 
3. Continue setting both limits agin by starting from the upper one



8-3 BIDIRECTIONAL ENJOY R4 WIFI MOTOR:  END POINTS SETTING BOXED AWNING (COFRE)  (JE50R4AWWIFI)
Option 1 : Adjusting end points from the app

It is necessary to start from the LOWER point, upper one will be done automatically:
1. Place the awning in its lower end point

2. On the Bidirectional Enjoy R4 Wifi Motor control screen, press  . On the new screen, press again 
3. Click on “Lower Limit” and the motor will confirm the lower position by blinking 

1. Press the Up button and let the awning close by itself. The upper limit switch will be recognized automatically, closing the cofre completely, by pressing

• if we want to modify any point, press   On the new screen, press again . Select Remove Upper limit or Remove upper limit to remove both limits. 
Start again on the precedet point to set the new lower point

Option 2 : Adjusting end points from the remote control

x1
P3

x1

It is necessary to start from the LOWER point, upper one will be done automatically:
1. Place the awning in its lower end point
2. On the remote control already associated with the motor, press x1 time on the P3 programming button
3. Press x1 time the Down button. Motor confirms that point by blinking 
4. Press x1 the stop button to exit from programming

1. Press the Up button and let the awning close by itself. The upper limit switch will be recognized automatically, closing the cofre completely, by pressing

• In motors for awnings, eliminating the lower limit switch modifies both stop points:

Motor closing force adjustment (on boxed awning)

100%

75%

50%

25%x3 x1x1
x2
x3
x4

To perform the pressure stop, the force or torque of the motor with which the motor 
will close the case can be adjusted:

25 % - More sensitive to pressure 
- Minimum force 3x P3 + 1x Su + Stop

50 % 3x P3 + 2x Su + Stop
75 % 3x P3 + 3x Su + Stop

100 % - Less sensitive to pressure 
- Maximum strength 3x P3 + 4x Su + Stop



10- BIDIRECTIONAL ENJOY R4 WIFI MOTOR: VERIFICATION OF THE REAL POSITION OF THE SHUTTER

• Bidirectional Enjoy R4 Wifi Motor has a double communication system, by which the information displayed on the app will correspond to the real position of 
the motor.

• The Bidirectional Scrolling (blind on the app) and the percentage placed above it will indicate the position in which the rolling shutter is located. It should 
be take in mind that this percentage is taken from the rotor of the motor, without counting the axis or the increment of winding of the slats of the shutter, 
therefore the position of the reflected percentage can vary with the view of the shutter. In any case, it will be necessary to know for sure if the shutter is 
open, closed or even if it is moving.

• Each time we press the Up and Down buttons or the intermediate position keys on both the mobile phone and a remote control linked with the motor, we 
will see how the Two-Way Scroll (blind on the app) will start moving, going up or down until the motor stops .

• If we press up or down but the motor does not move, we will see how the Two-Way Scroll (blind on the app) will return to its initial position, indicating that 
it has not moved.

• If the Bidirectional Enjoy R4 Wifi Motor loses the internet connection, is not connected to the electricity,..., and we try to open or close the roller shutter, we will 
see how the Two-Way Scrolling (blind on the app) does not move or, as in the previous case, returns to the starting position indicating that it has not moved. 
After a few minutes without connection, the Wifi Motor will be shown in the app as offline and it will no longer be possible to access the control screen.

• Likewise, when we run a scenario, we will have the security of knowing if the blind has performed the action, since if not, an error message will be displayed.

11- BIDIRECTIONAL ENJOY R4 WIFI MOTOR: DELETE IT FROM THE APP AND CLEAN THE DATA

1. To remove the Bidirectional Enjoy R4 Wifi Motor from the app, enter on the WiFi Motor to be removed
2. On the control screen, press the pencil symbol at the top right
3. Select the last option “Remove Device”
4. The app asks us if we want to “Disconnect” or “Disconnect and wipe data”. We select this option to purge the information in both the app and the WiFi 

Motor and avoid future confusion
5. It asks us for confirmation to completely disconnect the WiFi Motor. Click on “Confirm”

With this we have completely eliminated the Bidirectional Enjoy R4 Wifi Motor of the app and cleaned up all the information concerning it to avoid problems with a 
future installation. Removing the motor in the app and cleaning its data does not remove any conventional remotes control linked on the motor and its end points won’t 
be cancelled



12- TIMER FUNCTION FOR EACH ENJOY R4 WIFI MOTOR
• Timer function is used to schedule openings or closings of products (shutters, awnings, blinds) at certain hours.
• Timer function is directly applicable to each motor individually. For individual motors it is only applicable to the total opening or closing
• If you wish to apply the Timer function on a scene, see the point regarding the configuration of scenarios (for scenarios the Timer function can open, close 

or position the blind in a certain percentage, with which we can also orient those slat blinds adjustable)
• Attention, if Timers are added to different motors, always be sure that timers are not programmed exactly at the same time (hour, minute)  to perform the 

action, since if you choose the same time some of these orders will be canceled

1. In the Wi-Fi motor control screen where the Timer will be added, press the clock icon   , at the bottom left
2. In the setting screen, press “Timer” to start your confiuration
3. If there is already a timer added for this motor, it is displayed on the screen. Click “Add” to create a new one
4. Select the hour and minutes in which we want the order to be sent to the motor (if we are going to add timers in several motors, do not select the same hour 

/ minutes for the different commands)

5. In Repeat, choose if it should only be done once or if it should be repeated one or more days a week
6. Select the movement to be carried out by the motor: Up or Down
7. Finally, selecting Execution Notice, when the scheduled time arrives we will receive an alert on the mobile, informing us that the app has been executed 

(Attention, as they are not bidirectional motors, despite the app’s confirmation that the order has been executed, We will not have confirmation from the 
engine that the order has actually been placed)

8. To delete a Timer, go to the command motor screen, press the settings icon and on the timer to be deleted, press and drag the timer from right to left to 
delete it



13- SCENARIOS
1. The scenarios are used to group different products and have them carry out actions centrally. For example, if we have several shutters and we want all of 

them to open or close in a grouped way, we can create a scenario with a button to open all of them, and another to close them..
2. Scenarios in the SMART LIFE app can be :

• Tap to Run: the scenario is executed when the user presses the activation button of such scenario 
• Automation: the scenario runs automatically when a previously entered parameter is fulfilled ... Depending on the weather conditions (changes in Tem-

perature; Humidity; Weather; Dusk / Dawn; Wind speed); When the Location changes (when entering or exiting a perimeter); Scheduling (at scheduled 
times); When the device changes state

13-1 SCENARIOS: TAP TO RUN

1. To create a scenario, in the bottom bar sulsar under “Smart”.
2. To create a button in which the different blinds of the house will be grouped to open or close them in a grouped way, we select “Tap to Run”
3. Select “Launch Tap to Run” and then “Run the device”
4. Select the first motor (shutter...)  that we want to introduce in this scenario (we will select one by one all those that we want to group)

5. Selecting the shutter to operate opens various options. If the order we want to give is a total opening or closing, we select “Curtain control” and there “Up” 
or “Down”. If we want the shutter will be positioned at a specific point (opening percentage), we will select “Curtain position setting” and there the desired 
percentage. When selected press “Next”

6. To add other motors on this sceneario, in Function, click on the “+” symbol and repeat the 2 previous points
IMPORTANT: between the orders to each motor, a delay must be introduced. This delay serves so sent the different commands in sequential mode and thus 
do not overlap or cancel them, when they are all sent at the same time. Click on the “+” symbol and there Delay



7. Enter the delay time. It must be at least 1 second
8. Enter the delay between each order, so that they are not canceled
9. Once all the blinds and delays have been added, press “Save” to exit
10. From “Smart” or from the main screen, we will have access to the different scenarios created. Press the icon of the desired scenario to activate it

13-2 SCENARIOS SMART: AUTOMATION

1. To create a scenario, in the lower bar click on “Smart”.
2. We will select one of the alternatives of the second module: When the weather changes; When the location changes; Programming. In the example we 

select “When the weather changes”
3. Within these options we choose the one that best suits you. In the example: “Sunset / Sunrise”, so the shutters will open or close when Sunset or Sunrise
4. Select the one you want from the 2 options. In the example “Sunrise”



5. Depending on the location selected in settings, the app will take the time of sunrise or sunset from the internet. We can choose that moment or a few minutes before or a few 
minutes after. Click Save and Next

6. Click on “Run the device”
7. Select the first motor (shutter...)  that we want to introduce in this scenario (we will select one by one all those that we want to group)

8. Selecting the shutter to operate opens various options. If the order we want to give is a total opening or closing, we select “Curtain control” and there “Up” or “Down”. If we want the 
shutter will be positioned at a specific point (opening percentage), we will select “Curtain position setting” and there the desired percentage. When selected press “Next”

9. To add other motors on this sceneario, in Function, click on the “+” symbol and repeat the 2 previous points
10. IMPORTANT: between the orders to each motor, a delay must be introduced. This delay serves so sent the different commands in sequential mode and thus do not overlap or 

cancel them, when they are all sent at the same time. Click on the “+” symbol and there Delay 
11. Save the Scenario and it will be displayed in Intelligence. The scenario will be activated automatically when the previously entered parameter is fulfilled

OPTIONS REGARDING: WHEN THE WEATHER CHANGES



OPTIONS REGARDING: SCHEDULE

14- GET A NOTIFICATION WHEN THE MOTOR STARTS TO WORK (UP OR DOWN)



With the new Enjoy R4 Bidirectional WiFi motor, we can receive an instant notification on our smartphone if a 
roller shutter starts to go up or down, and doesn’t matter if the command to the motor is send from a remote 
in local way or from other user (fmaily member). As soon as the shutter begins to open, we will receive a 
notification on our mobile, for example, while we are at work. The Bidirectional Enjoy WiFi motors allow us to 
interact with them in a dynamic way, having real knowledge about the position of the products, when they are 
put into operation, when they reach a certain position or even if they have lost connectivity., ...
1. On the main screen, press “Scenario” in the bottom bar
2. Select “Create Scene” or click the + symbol (top right)
3. Select “When device status changes”
4. Select the Enjoy R4 WiFi motor by which we want to get the notification

5. In the Select Function screen, if we choose “Curtain control” we will receive a notification every time the roller shutter goes up or down and if we choose 
“Percentage control” we will receive a notification when it reaches a specific point. In the example, we select “Percentage Control”

6. We select “Equal” and put 100% in the percentage, corresponding to the upper stop point (open awning). We press “Next”
7. On the next screen, click on the + symbol in the “Then” section
8. Select “Send Notification”
9. And we choose the free notification method “Message Center” to send us an alert to the app. Click on “Next”
10. To change the name, click on the 3 dots and choose the name, for example “Shutter Open”
11. On that same screen we can select at what time of day we want to receive notifications, which can be 24 hours a day, only during the day, only at night, or 

customize a time slot. It is also possible to select if we want to receive notifications 7 days a week or choose the days. Click “Finish” and click “OK”
12. Finally, click on “Save” to activate the scenario with notifications

Thanks to this type of notification, we will be able to know if, for example, the daughter/son has woken up and opened the shutters to go to school, the maid 
has arrived home and opened the shutters, ...
IMPORTANT: Activate notifications for the Smart Life app in the settings of our iOS or Android smartphone from the phone settings. If we have a smartwatch, 
activate notifications for the Smart Life app also in the watch settings

15- SHARE A BIDIRECTIONAL ENJOY R4 WIFI MOTOR with other user
Móvil de un nuevo usuario

Bidirectional Enjoy R4 Wifi Motor can be shared individually with a new user, without the need to share the rest of the devices installed in the house:
1. We will enter the Enjoy R4 WiFi motor control screen that we want to share, in it in the upper right part we will click on the pencil to access the Wifi 

Motor settings
2. In Settings, click on “Device Sharing”
3. Click on “Add Share”
4. Now we can send a link to the user with whom we want to share the Enjoy R4 WiFi motor, for this we can select sending via msm, whatsapp, email 

or any other communication app we have installed
5.   The new user will receive the message with a link that must be clicked. If you haven’t already installed the Smart Life app, you will be prompted to 

install and sign in. If you already have it installed, you will get a notification in the app that the primary user wants to share a device with them
6. Press “Accept”
7. The new user will now have access to the shared device and can start using it

Access to the device can be revoked at any time by the home admin, it can also be shared for a certain time, after which the permission will be revoked.



16- SMART LIFE: LINKING WITH ALEXA / GOOGLE HOME

1. In “Me” , click on the Alexa icon (Third-party voice services). To link the Smart Life account with that of Amazon Alexa, both the app and the Alexa smart 
speaker must be previously configured

2. “Login with Amazon” by entering your username and password if you do not have it started yet.
3. In the Amazon app, search for the Smart Life skill
4. Link the Smart Life account with the Amazon Alexa account. Press “Confirm authorization”

5. Pairing takes a few moments. When you tell us that they are already linked, click on “Close”
6. Press “Detect Devices” so that the blinds of the Smart Life app and the scenarios are available in the Amazon Alexa app
7. To operate a single roller shutter (in the example shutter 1)

• Alexa! turn on Persiana 1 (the selected roller shutter is opened, goes up)
• Alexa, turn off Persiana 1 (the selected roller shutter is closed, goes down)



17- BIDIRECTIONAL ENJOY R4 WIFI MOTOR: REPLACE THE WIFI CONNECTION WITH A NEW ONE

To change the Wi-Fi connection of the Bidirectional Enjoy R4 Wifi Motor, without lossing any information or setting:
1. Press the button from the wifi module of the Bidirectional Enjoy R4 Wifi Motor, holding it down (about 4 seconds) until the LED flashes Fast
2. Press “+” symbol at the top / right side
3. In the “Add manually” screen, press the “Auto Scan” symbol on the upper right
4. Scan the QR code corresponding to the hub or gateway or Enjoy Wifi Motor
5. It shows the Wifi Motor. Click on “Add”
6. Select on your smarphone netwrok connecting the new WI-I. Enter Wi-Fi “password”. Press “Next”
7. Verify LED on the hub is flashing quickly (if not press the button from the wifi module of the Enjoy R4 Wifi Motor, holding it down) press “Next”
8.  The app begins the process to add the gateway or Enjoy Wifi Motor (it takes up to 2 minutes)
9. Let it finish adding completely, once finished click “Next”
10. Press “Finish” to close programming and access the control screen

18- BIDIRECTIONAL ENJOY R4 WIFI MOTOR: MEANING OF THE LEDS
RED LED on steady Successfully connected to the modem and with internet connection

Motor is ready to be commande from the app

RED LED fast flashing (2 
times per second)

Prepared for connection with the app/modem

RED LED flashing slowly (1 
time per second)

Prepared for connection to the app via an access point (temporary Wi-Fi network created 
by the device for connection to the app)

RED LED off Lost connection to modem
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